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Postponed placing on the market

Summary

For years surveys has shown the same picture: The majority of european consumers
don't want genetically modified food on their plates. The agro-industry and some
scientists say this rejection is based on the fact that the new plants provide no added
consumer-benefit. Because the transgenic plants of the first generation were mainly
herbicide- or insect-resistant they show only benefits for the farmers. One of the main
tasks for the proponents of this new technology is to change this by developing plants
with new properties with real consumer benefits in the next years. The so called
second and third generation of trangenic plants. Not only the agronomical
characteristics should be the central goals of the technology, but the quality of the
plants is to be changed. Looking at the current commercial growing  of transgenic
crops, plants of the second and third generation are not even detectable. Even at the
field trial level, with some exceptions, there is little grown. Although the new
generations had been advertised loudly since the late 1990's, in the fields of Europe
and the US the trend seems to be the other way round: the number of tests with plants
with quality traits are decreasing. What is the reason for this discrepancy? In short: the
changing of quality traits is technical difficult, the economic outcomes are uncertain
and  the interests of the industry are somewhere else.

DuPont, Monsanto, Syngenta, Bayer, Dow and BASF - these are not only the largest
agrochemical groups of the world, they are also the most powerful players on the
marketplace for trangenic plants. Mergers and alliances, and the selling and buying of
seedbreeding and even biotech companies has led to these six controlling the research
and development agenda and the commercialisation of transgenic plants. Together
they own ninety percent of the transgenic plants, which have been approved for
commercial use so far. They own the rights for more than fifty percent of the patents
connected with these plants and they do the most field trials. Furthermore they try to
get more and more control over the whole food chain and the channels of food supply.
To achieve this aim they are starting cooperations with the retailers and food
processors. They are in control and their interests are defining which transgenic plant
and which transgenic trait are to be commercialised. The development of a transgenic
plant takes between six and twelve years. The feasibility for a  newly found trait to
come to commercialisation is very low, only one out of 250 seem to get that far. The
costs are between 50 and 60 million US-Dollars. And finally: whoever wants to earn
money from transgenic plants is in the need of a large market and needs traits that
provide a good opportunity for the fast backflow of investments. Plant species with a
large market meet this conditions, and the input-traits meet them as well.

It was in 1983 when the first plant was genetically modified. What started with
tobacco now has been done with nearly every annual crop: to integrate a gene, isolated
from another organism, into the plants genome. The traits that are goals of the
modification can be devided in general in two groups: input-traits and output-traits.
Input-traits of a plant determine the agronomical characteristics, but do not change the
quality of the plant or the product in general. They are interesting for farmers and
breeders. Output-traits on the other hand are to bring benefits to consumers and food
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processors. The quality of the product is changed, for example by the means of the
elimination of given ingredients, the addition of desired components, or the
improvement of process-characteristics. A special output-trait is with pharm-crops,
which are modified to produce new drugs for medicine.

Nearly all of the commercialised transgenic plants were modified for input-traits -
particularly for herbicide- and insect-resistance. They have been developed by the
large companies that control the market. Input traits were the first commercial target
of transgenic manipulation in crops for several reasons. First, the traits can be
modified by the insertion of a single gene and many of the relevant genes had already
been isolated by the mid-1980s. Second, seeds harbouring the new traits would have
an added value that could be readily captured by the company that developed them,
hence rapidly offsetting the R&D costs. In the case of the herbicide resistant crops, the
marketing strategy was based on the concept of a «technological package». Many
biotech firms are selling both the transgenic seed and the associated crop protection
product. This allows for «combined marketing», including adjusting prices of seeds
and chemicals and using the same distribution channels. Third, the end result should
be better yields and/or lower production costs; no changes in harvesting methods are
needed and no new crop products have to be processed. This made the devolepment of
transgenic crops with input-traits an attractive short-term proposition for the biotech
firms. Their interests determine also which crop species have been commercialised so
far: maize, soy, rapeseed and cotton. All these crops have large single markets. To
sum it up: In 2002 transgenic plants were grown worldwide on around 58.7 million
hectares. 99 percent of the transgenic crops were modified  for herbicide- and/or
insect-resistance and belonged to one of the following four species - maize, soy,
rapeseed or cotton. The US, Canada, Argentina and China grew 99 percent of the
world’s GM crops in 2002.

Plants with both large markets and input-traits are also dominating on the test-fields.
72 percent of the field-trials in Europe had been done with maize-, rapeseed-, potato-
or sugarbeet-varieties. In the United States maize dominates the scene with around 50
to 60 percent, followed by cotton and soy. The relevance of wheat and barley are also
growing  in the most recent years. Both crops also have large markets. Within the
traits the input-characteristics still have a strong majority on the test-fields. In the EU
and the US 75 percent of all deliberated releases were done with input-traits.

Since the early 1990s transgenic plants with output-traits have been tested in the
fields, overall one fifth of any trials in US and Europe. Three transgenic crops with
quality traits did get the application for the commercialisation: the well known Flavr
Savr tomato with the new gene for the altered ripening, a rapeseed, producing a lauric
acid, and a soybean that produces oleic acid in higher rates than its conventional
counterpart. None of these three crops are commercially grown. The development of
the output-traits has not been very successfull so far. But biotech companies and
scientists promise a change in the near future. Since the late 1990s, they are
announcing these new quality crops, saying that they are focusing their interest to the
devolpment of these quality trait products. Nevertheless the test-fields are showing
another picture: in the US the number of releases of transgenic plants with output-
traits has continuously decreased from 29 percent in 1994 to 14 percent in 2002. For
the EU the numbers show nearly the same: In 1996 output-triats made 25 percent but
five years later only twelve percent.
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Economic, technical and biological reasons can explain this failing interest: Some
output-triats have only niche-markets with small revenues and this makes the long
and cost-intensive development a risky and perhaps non-profitable business. Some of
the transgenic output-trait crops also cannot compete with conventionally breeded
crops. Furthermore a segregation and identity preservation system will be necessary at
all levels of production making the marketing of output-traits more expensive. In
addition to the economic and managment problems associated with producing
transgenic plants with output-traits, it has to be pointed out that there are considerable
biological challenges involved in the development of such crops. The modification of
output-traits is often much more  complicated than the modification of input-traits. For
example, the genes for the input-traits are usually active in the whole plant, whereas
genes for output-traits should have a differentiated expression, which means the genes
should only be active in special tissues of the plant and/or at special steps of the plant
development. Therefore specific promotors are necessary, which are not available in
all cases. Another problem is that often more than one gene is responsible for a quality
trait. But the transformation of more than one gene into a plants genome is still
difficult, because of several shortcommings in the transformation methods.
Furthermore, for modifying output-traits one has to change complex and balanced
metabolistic pathways. Unwanted side-effects are hard to prevent. The modification of
quality-traits also needs a new risk assessment system. Compared with the input-traits,
questions of risk assessment and risk management have to be answered in a much
broader way. So far the discussion regarding the risk assessment of the first generation
of GM crops has been concentrated on the concept of substantial equivalence. This
concept is not adequate for the risk assessment of the new plants with genetically
modified output-traits. In these plants with their specific novelty the genetic
modification targets the very difference, so far-reaching innovations for assessing and
approval are required.

During the next five years plants with input-traits will dominate the marketplace of
genetically modified plants. The range of commercialised crop species is likely to be
enlarged with alfalfa, banana, barley, cucumber, fodderbeat, lettuce, pea, peanut,
pepper, sunflower and wheat. The input-traits of these plants will be insect-, herbicide-
, virus- and fungi-resistance and an increased yield. Coming to the output-traits, the
following ones could enter the marketplace within the next five years:  longer storage
life, better digestibility, modified fatty acids, modified starch- and protein-metabolism,
reduced mycotoxin-amounts, more efficient production of ethanol, and an altered
secondary metabolism.

The successful development and marketing of transgenic crops with output-traits is
complicated. The efforts by the agro-chemical coorperations to develop these plants is
to date small, especially if compared with the efforts to develop plants with input-
traits. In the EU only one of the 22 pending applications for placing on the market new
transgenic crops has an output-trait-modification. It´s the same picture worldwide:
only a few plants with output-traits will be commercialised in the next five years. The
majority of these products have been developed to improve the processing of food, of
feed or of industry-materials. Any announcement that these new genetically modified
plants serve the demands of the consumers with is perhaps the next, rhetorical, attempt
to enhance the image of genetically modified plants.

Berlin, Dezember 2003
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